2015 Let’s Selfie Photography Contest
第一名

作者

Gho Li Ying (03270183)

作品名稱

Sport, you are the apple of Ming Chuan's eyes

說明

Ming Chuan is special because it emphasizes the importance of sports which could
bring so many benefits to the people.

得獎感言

I am extremely honored to be receiving my very first award, Let’s Selfie
Photography Contest in Ming Chuan University. I am earnestly grateful for the
recognition I have received for my work, because I am very sure that every other
participants are as good if not more, of winning this award.
Even though 2 out of my 4 photos had been chosen, I can safely say that I never
thought I would be winning this competition as this is actually my first time
participating in a competition related to photography. Besides that I am not a person
who likes to take selfie and I hardly have any selfie posted on my Facebook.
Of course, I am extremely grateful to Dr. Chuang Chia Chi who was my lecturer in
graphic and design class. If weren’t for her, I wouldn’t be joining this competition
and I wouldn’t be able to write this winning speech for winning the first prize and
also the consolation prize.
In conclusion, winning this prize will definitely make a great difference in my life
and especially the mindset I’ve had and I am very glad that I did join this
competition.

第二名

作者

Wendy Cheung Hau (03270076)

作品名稱

Green in Ming Chuan

說明

Ming Chuan is surrounded of green on everywhere. Is comforting to have nature and
smell flowers.

得獎感言

I'm very grateful to have won this Selfie Contest. Is the first time i participate on
something and it feels amazing to win as a 2nd place. Thanks for the opportunity
and for believing in my picture. I hope in the future to participate in something i like
as this. I had fun taking pictures around MCU. Thanks !

第三名

作者

Monica Ester Leal (02910391)

作品名稱

Seeing things from a different angle

說明

Rooftop of MCU dorms.

得獎感言

Thank you for this opportunity and the prize. It is greatly appreciated. This
competition was a very unique competition and I believe that it should be done
again. I had fun taking a selfie and also enjoying MCU's beauty. Once again, Thank
you.

佳作

作者

Gho Li Ying (03270183)

作品名稱

Achievement has no color- Abraham Lincoln

說明

In Ming Chuan, it doesn’t matter if you’re black, white or yellow, as long as you
work hard, you will succeed. This picture is inspired by Abraham Lincoln’s quoteAchievement has no color. And Ming Chuan is a place that support this and a place
for us to achieve goal’s and dreams.

得獎感言

Same as First Place

佳作

作者

Spripat Kittinavy (01270035)

作品名稱

About Blank

說明

Always can smile happily after class dismissed and proud to be a part of Taiwanese
classmates!

得獎感言

I'd like to thank you for the great opportunity. I am glad that MCU has a selfie
competition as selfie is now a trend among teenagers and young adults.
I look forward to joining the next photography competition.
Last but not least, I want to thank my friend Shani Tsai that she agreed to be the
character and made my photo more interesting.

佳作

作者

Tania Veraly Gomez Herrera (03270165)

作品名稱

Excited about badminton class

說明

Let’s play badminton but first let me take a selfie.

得獎感言

I'm very happy to know that one of my pictures was selected. I'm not good at taking
pictures and I joined the contest only because the teacher said she would give extra
credit to the participants. However, now I feel encouraged to participate in contests
like this. And I also want to improve my skills for taking pictures. It feels really
good when your work is recognized by other people. So thank you so much for
doing these type of activities I really enjoyed it.

